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3 Truths  
1- The Saints are back-- truth 

- They hung a 50 burger on the Lions, while scoring 3 defensive touchdowns a call that I 
heard made by Gdula of NF- stafford was brutal forcing the ball taking risks -- 3 ints 5 
sacks, but made some insane throws and gave them a shot in the 4th 

- They will score quickly, they will lead teams to plenty of fantasy opportunity, Ingram and 
kamara are both viable  

- Created 7 turnovers in last 3 games and 13 sacks, WHOA. 
- They have a nice stretch here-- Packers, bears bucs, then Bills stop that stretch  

 
2- Melvin Gordon could be the leading pass catcher on the Chargers and lead all RBs in rec 
yards 

- He won’t lead them in yards, but he is second in receptions to keenan allen and had 
more catches than him in two straight weeks  

- Allen has more targets that’s for sure and shoul devery week, but there’s a chance that 
gordon keeps pace with him and with mike williams back, he will jump over tyrell and t 
bnj no doubt 

- As for RBs as a whole? He’s 3rd and trending up, just passed lev bell and ellington, 
leads all RBs in PPr scoring he may be the most valuable ppr running back out there 

-  
 
3- Patriots defense is a weekly target 

- They are alllowing everyone to score, and to be clear they were losing this game, that 
was the the worst fumble call ever seen, I feel terrible for jets fans and they have every 
right to be pissed  

- I can’t understand how that happened. 
- They allowed more points to the Jets than the Browns allowed, let’s put that in 

perspective 
- What this team cannot do- is stop any phase of an offense, running passing anything 
- Have the falcons and chargers before a bye week and broncos in denver 

 
3 Lies 
1-  We’re done with Julio and Falcons for fantasy purposes 

- We can’t 
- Change in play callers is hurting them, can’t spin it any other way and they are 

regressing in a major way 
- But they get pats, jets, cowboys and bucs wit h carolina and seattle mixed in, those 

could all be high scoring affaris 
- I tweeted this-- he’s gone through 3 stretches without a td like this, happnes every year, 

just makes him chepaer he can do 2 tds and 250 yards-- dont foget 
 
2- AP is back 
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- He was slow and had a couple nice chunk plays, he will be solid volume guy in good 
matchups and a Goalline back, but I don’t expect him to be a breakout candidate 

- Has some tough matchups on horizon folowing-- rams, bye, niners --->then seahawks 
Texans and Jags 

 
3- Drop the Packers without Rodgers  

- Don’t be silly, these are talented receivers, however I will say this-- the value of aaron 
jones and Tymont is high, and I think Jordy’s value  will take a hit 

- Jordy and rodgers have a rapport-- in 2013 when rodgers did the same hting broken 
clavicle Jordy had only 85 rec and 8 touchdowns but more rece yards than last year  

- Hundley looked to Adams for 29% of tgts and Jordy on 25%, Cobb may be the odd man 
out. 

 
RECAP+Standout Stats from every game 
 
Eagles/Panthers 

- Both teams with only 24 and 27% first down rates--- terrible, 4 tos in this game  
- Standout stats-- Cam rushed 11 times- 6.5 yards per carry 
- CAR 3.9 avg yards per play 
- McCaff-- 14 targets and KB 13 
- Neither QB with completionrate above 54% -- 3/16 passes for wentz tds 
- Ertz with 2 receptiosn for tds, whoa 
- UGLY 

 
CHI BAL 

- Standout Stats 
- Howard 36 rushes 176 yards, beast power back  
- Ravens allow rushing yards 
- Flacco scored 7 fantasy points-- 31% successful play rate only 20% first down 

rate 
- Alex collins leads all backs 15 carreis but not more effective than buck who alos 

averaged 4.9 ypc and had 3 catches for 17 yards 
- No pass catcher in this game exceeded 44 yds receving and watson lead all pass 

cathers with 6 receptions  
- No bears pass catcher caught more than 2 

 
CLE/HOU 

- Standout stats 
- Watson with 12 tds over 3 games, 4 stargith weeks with 20+ pts 
- Ryan griffen lead all pass ctchers with 8 tgts 
- Hopkins is a rz magnet another td in the ez 0 but only 19 yards receiving McCourty was 

good, even pick sixed hopkins  
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- Without one run for 50 yards for foreman, cle only allowed 50 yds on 26 carreis, this rush 
d is good 

- Hogan took 4 sacks and threw 3 ints 
 
DET NO 

- Stafford threw 3 pick sixes 
- TD to Marvin jones on 14 tgts, I was bullish on him this week, got scared off  
- Not one tgt for golladay 
- Abdullah was getting volume till they fell behind, 14 touches, then just stopped getting 

work 
- NO scored 52 pts drew brees threw for fewerr than 200 yds and 2 INTS 
- Michael thoms and willie snead had the fewest rec yds for the saints 
- Mark ingame had the most receptions and total touches  
- NO oline averages 6+ ypc, they are beastly, 58% rush success rate 

 
GB/MIN 

- Rodgers is down and out- bad 
- Hundlety-- bad 3ints 4 sacks 55% completion rate 
- Aaron jones did not get one carry- ty mont avg 2.8 ypc, this defense is good 
- TYmont TD- he freaked out- had plenty of time, bad play on his part 
- Thielen runs a 4.4 saw 13 tgts and 9 catches, rudolph was second on that llist 
- Treadwell caught all 3 tgts keep an eye 
- Keenum was good 63% completion rate and solid numbers  

 
MIA/ATL 

- We talked about the ATL offense already- the red zone belongs to RBs -- it’s a fact 
Coleman with touches  

- AUstin hooper is the tgt with no sanu out there 9 tgts  
- I am blown away by only 9 carreis for freeman-- no idea why-- had 7.6 ypc and they only 

let him touch 9 times, bizzare 
- Holy jay ajayi-- 96 yards after contact, they made some great moves on Oline and got 

some gaps for him on second level 
- Jarvis landry with 14 tgts is bananas 
- I’m not buying into this one too much for either side-- feels strange to try and say 

anything beyond atlanta blew it and jay ajayi bounced back 
 
NE NYJ 

- ASJ scored, pats def is terrible, there is going to be plenty of spots to come after this 
ream  

- Jets threw for 354 total yards, if mccown could have limited the TO they would have 
been in a good spot 

- ASJ would have had more scoring than gronk if they counted that 
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- Gil fumbled and got th bellinchick treatment, its a full on comitte back there between him 
and lewis  

- Real issue is this team isn’t able to commit to ground and pound because they dont have 
a defense to support them back there 

- Nice to see cooks tgt share jump  
 
SF WAS 

- beathard may make this offense better, we wil have to see- he’s using the same tgts that 
hoyer tdid, had a much better completion rate and success rate 

- Garcon and Kittle leading team in Tgts 
- Nice to see hyde get in the end zone 
- Kirk was good, and when they started letting this team succeed 
- But here’s what’s weird-- his numbers are attached to chris thompson YAC-- dude had 

105 yards, same as the his receivers have not been that useful to him- grant led all of 
them with 39 yards, no pass catcher had 5 tgts or more 

- Perine is bad-- very ineffecitve  
- If this team did;t have chris thompson they would be in trouble he is the most valuable 

part of this offense 
 
ARZ/TB 

- It’s a good day to be over 30 year old dude-- ap and Larry out there making old dueds 
looking good 

- I’m not going go into belivign in AP, but this was really good for the passing game, 
palmer went 18-22 and only had to thrwo the ball 22 times 

- Slot guys against Bucs always 10 for 11, over 100 yds in first half 
- Basically everyone in play facing the bucs except who grimes is guarding 
- Winston has aprined ac joint, we will know more soon but fitz looked very similar to 

winston- deep throrws, comfortable tight coverage, and threw for 3 tds, I dont think its 
that big of a problem for the bucs assets,  

- If there is any question as to patrick petersons worth-- 0 catches on 4 tgts for evans, 
other 3? 95 yards and TD 

- Brate was filthy, Djax was targetted deep 3 times and twice in the End zone,  
 
PIT/KC 

- This game stands out because of this trend that I’m testing in my mind-- notion that 
teams watch film after getting gashed by a certain player and realize they can’t let it 
happen agian 

- Like -- fournette to hunt-- they had to pivot hunt’s role, drop him out of protection, which 
by the way he’s not good, he was getting steam rolled and so he chipped and dropped 

- Really seems like the way to get to chiefs is to rush them- ears back blitz at all time and 
force smith to be hurried 

- AB made the play of the year so far- that catch was silly he’s special-- the offense is he 
and Bel, they are in play every week-- 10 tgts and 32 touches for bell 
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- Joe berg pointed this out-- it’s like tomlin has this short memory he remembers every two 
weeks to give bell the ball, then stops, he was an animal -- so patient and effective it’s 
insane- there are few rushers like him take what’s blocked, wait for something to change, 
slip through and turn two into 6 it’s so insane to watch 

- KC offense struggled with pass rush 3 sacks, james harrison closed the game with back 
to back sacks on the edge 

 
LA JAX 

- Chris ivory had more points than fournette-- point is this fournette is a beast but the 
schem is so clear when he’s on the field, the snap rate is low because he doesn’t play 
on passing downs and when he’s out there they run the ball, you aren’t fooling anyone 

- He is going to struggle with decen defenses, especialy when you consider how bad 
bortles is- you cant attach yourself to a bad qb 

- Gurley was great 24 touches here, and effective we can continue targeting rushers 
against JAx for sure 

- Sammy watkins is coming-- 2 deep ball targets on 4 targets, they didn’t thrwo much, but 
there are going to be watkins spots, we just haven’t gotten there 

- Robert woods has been leading receiver a couple times, very effective  
 
LAC/OAK 

- 37 opportunites for gordon-- only fewer than lev bell 
- Keenan is the primary problem with the new tgt distribution, rivers isn’t forcing the ball, 

he’s going to the esiest play 
- Henry is a beast made some amazing catches and moves in space-- he’s been excellent 
- Lynch was good, but the passing offense was bad-- 2 INTS for car only 172 yards, hard 

to solve what’s going on with the raiders offense beyond the fact that a new OC wasn’t a 
good choice for them  

- Crabtree had 10 tgts and  
 
NYG DEN 

- Let me say this-- we put the kids to bed and my wife was like who’s the sunday night 
game- and I said do you wanna watch football? She was like I might just go to bed- I 
said we dont have to watch it it’s going to be terrible hahaha 

- What a disaster 
- Half of eli’s completions went to Engram and he was a best- 82 yards and the tug 
- Giants ran the ball 60% of the time, whihc is insane the DEN defense is so good up front 

i’m blown away at the fact that they let this happen  
- Gianst let up 376 yards passing but only one touchdown insane 
- No idea what happened to CJ anderson completely mindblowing -- 9 touches and only 

17 yards 
- Here’s what it shows- giants had nothing to lose- just a pride game they weren’t 

suppsoed to win, Broncos couldn’t lose just NFL football- nothing is free 
-  
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